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of July 2014

Storage Room
Kitchen and Restaurant
Classroom 1
Classroom 2
Classroom 3
Classroom 4
Sanitary Girls
Boarding Girls 1
Boarding Girls 2
Computerroom
Library 1
Library 2
Administration 1
Administration 2
Teachers Room
Sanitary Boys
Boarding Boys 1
Boarding Boys 2
Practical 1
Practical 2
Practical 3
Practical 4
Practical 5
Carpentry Workshop
Auto Mechanics Workshop
Auditorium
Classroom 5
Classroom 6
Classroom 7
Classroom 8
Principal House
Teacher Houses
Piggery
Poultry
Cattle Shed
Laboratory and Waterbassin
Reception Building

Phase 1
Phase 2
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Dear board members GKMT and GCMF,
Following you’ll find my report on the activities at the VTC.
As you all very well know, we haven’t been constructing anymore since my last written report. While
we are still waiting for funds some other activities have been going on, mainly the procedures
concerning the numbering of our plot and the fire certificate for insurance purposes. Also we have
started setting up the first business unit at the VTC, a carpentry workshop. This report will be only
about these three issues.

Plot number. The past three months there seemed to
be nothing happening with the numbering of the plot.
With each phone call to the planning office in Ndola
new matters arose. Some guiding documents were
missing, the only person in charge was out of office,
the surrounding area was not clear, the site plan
drawing was not complete enough, more money had
to be paid for making a new site plan, and so on. We
decided to take another approach and brought in the
planning officer from Mpongwe. After assisting her
with digitalizing the entire plan of Mpongwe Town
Area and giving her some autoCAD lessons, she owed
me a favor which she returned by getting the plot
number for us the Zambian way. KR200 under the
table and a KR25 lunch of fried chips, chicken and salad
for the Ndola planning officer in charge and our new
plot number was given ignoring all the above
mentioned issues. As an additional detail, our new
number is much nicer than the old one: 40440/M (→)
instead of 39750/M.

Fire certificate. As you could have read in one of my
former reports we bought 13 dry chemical fire
extinguishers for each building on the girls wing at the
plot in order to get a fire certificate which grants the
insurance company to pay off in case of fire damage.
The fire department of Luansya was invited and came
for putting date labels, maintenance and general
inspection. In order to get the certificate we had to put
liquid instead of dry chemical extinguishers in the
office and near the generator, which we did by
exchanging two cylinders from the guesthouse with
two new ones from the VTC. The certificate has been
received (→). For most of the cylinders at the VTC the
expiration date was set on August 2014. This means
that the fire department has to be invited again by
then mostly to check the pressure and put a new date.
From then this will be an annually recurring thing.
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Carpentry Workshop. The 16th of May we started exploiting the carpentry machines at the VTC
based on a contract with two VTC carpenters. Both received instructions from the Heeten Group in
January this year. The carpenters hired the workshop from GCMF for KR600 per month and also paid
10% of the profit. Materials were bought by the carpenters themselves and if bought from the VTC
they were deducted from the profit. The first error and trial period ended the 30th of June after which
we made the first evaluation, both financially and otherwise.
It was not difficult to find customers. This first period we made several pieces of furniture (of which
you can find a selection below), hired out some carpenters charging their labor costs and did some
paid cutting and planing of timbers for customers.

The difficulty we encountered was especially the establishing of prices. We introduced a form which
registers all the materials and hours we spent on each piece of furniture with the purpose of getting
insight in the exact amounts for better estimations in the future.
My selection of the two carpenters (Mishi and Morgan) was based on capability, responsibility and
knowledge of the machines. Mishi performed above expectations, was working every day, proved to
be able to read working drawings and delivered high quality carpentry. Unfortunately Morgan could
not keep up with Mishi concerning quality and responsibility. He has been absent too many times
and made lots of mistakes. Mistakes can be improved, but ones finding out that the reason for his
absence was drinking and hearing he showed up drunk at the workshop twice, we had to decide to
let him go. The coming month Mishi will be working with Alex and Chansa, two younger guys who
still have to learn a lot about carpentry, but who have shown eagerness to do so when they were
working for the VTC as carpentry helpers.
Although the contract states that rent has to be paid after each month, I decided to extent the first
period with two weeks considering the fact that we are still developing our working methods. From
now on every period starts at the first of the month. The financial balance of this first period is as
shown below.
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The 10% of the profit is calculated as follows: 0.1 x (8990 - 3216 - 3251).

VTC Football Team. It’s going quiet well with our VTC football team so far. As you can see in the list
below we are in first position and are clearly one of the candidates for this year championship (↓).
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The coming month. This week I received a phone call from Lusaka informing me that the anti
termite chemicals arrived. We have transferred KR29.100 (of which KR260 for transport to Luanshya)
and are expecting to be able to collect this week. This means that starting from next week I will hire
10 workers to apply the chemical. My estimation is that they can do this within one month. For this
I’ll need KR600x10 for labor, KR600 for lunch allowances, KR400 for brushes, KR200 for PVC, KR 200
for paraffin, KR100 for mutton clothes and KR700 for the truck. Total: KR8.200
A couple of the former VTC workers would like to start making panbricks at the VTC by digging away
the anthill at the middle of our plot. They asked if GCMF can assist them with lunch money that will
be paid back as soon as they sell the first batch. I’ll assist them with a mold and they can use water
from the pump at the VTC, but will have to arrange for the firewood themselves. In return they
promise to level the ground for free as soon as the anthill is finished. For the six guys involved this
would mean KR100 lunch money per week. Total: KR400.
This month I will follow up on getting the title deed of which the steps to take are not completely
clear to me. The same applies to the costs that will be involved. I do know that the Ministry of Lands
has to come to Mpongwe to place the new beacons for which they charge about KR700 per hectare.
Total: KR9.800. Whether I’ll need this in July, I don’t know.
Kind regards, Bram
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Boys wing – December 2013

